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Managerial Legacies, Entrenchment and Strategic Inertia

ABSTRACT

This paper investigates a firm’s decision to retain or fire a poorly performing CEO when the CEO’s choice of strategy has long-term cash flow implications beyond the CEO’s tenure (he leaves behind a legacy). Replacing a CEO becomes expensive and entrenchment emerges, because in the presence of a legacy the firm’s future performance can only partially be attributed to a newly employed manager. Future performance therefore affects a new CEO’s reputation less than the incumbent’s. This makes it more expensive to provide incentives to a new manager. Moreover, when the firm chooses to change its strategy it will optimally do so with a different manager, because the incumbent has a vested interest in seeing the new strategy fail: Failure improves the incumbent’s reputation because it is regarded as a vindication of his original choice. Changing strategy, however, is costly, because of the high explicit wages that a new manager needs to be paid. Firms therefore exhibit inertia in their adoption of new strategies. We thus endogenise the link between CEO turnover and strategy changes. We derive empirical implications regarding firm’s policies to re-set the strike price of executive stock options, managerial replacement decisions, and capital reallocation.
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I. Introduction

A company’s CEO typically takes actions that affect the firm’s future performance beyond his own tenure. The CEO leaves behind a legacy. How can a firm incentivize a new CEO who inherits the legacy? How does a legacy affect the firm’s decision to dismiss a poorly performing CEO and to adopt new strategies? And what is the nature of the relationship between a CEO and the strategy he stands for? Even though these questions are at the core of company’s concerns in the face of poor performance, existing theory provides little guidance regarding the economic mechanisms that link CEOs to strategies or that link successive CEOs intertemporally. This paper is aimed at addressing these questions.

The starting point of this paper is the observation that there is an intertemporal link between a new CEO’s incentives and the actions taken by his predecessor. The fact that such a link exists is probably more recognized in the accounting literature than in economics. Pourciau (1993) for example provides evidence that the successor of a CEO who has left the firm for non-
routine reasons, tends to depress accounting earnings during their first year in office. Pourciau interprets this as an attempt ‘to take a bath while still being able to blame the predecessor.’ In addition, there is rich anecdotal evidence that illustrates the prevalence of the blame game in which CEO successors often engage, with the corresponding challenge for outsiders to attribute responsibility fairly. For example, when Mike Parton, former CEO of Marconi, was asked “How much blame do you accept for Marconi’s [...] troubles?” he replied that “You can’t be part of management and just wash your hands of it. However, I was not a board member when the key strategic decisions were made, and it’s difficult to say what my view might have been had I been on the board at the time.”

This paper formalizes the intertemporal link between the performance of two generations of CEOs and thereby introduces the notion of a managerial legacy. When a CEO works for a firm he may initiate a long-term strategy that affects the distribution of the firm’s cash flows for several periods into the future. For example, decisions that involve large capital expenditures or that establish a firm’s reputation in a particular market segment typically have long lasting impact. Because of this, such long-term strategic decisions may affect the incumbent CEO’s future incentives to implement a given strategy as well as the incentives of a potential successor who inherits the incumbent CEO’s legacy. By the same token, if the firm can adopt a new strategy, its success or failure may throw light on the quality of the initial strategic decision made by the CEO. This gives the incumbent CEO a vested interest in seeing his initial strategy succeed that a new manager does not have in the same way. Conversely, an incumbent CEO who has to change strategy may have a vested interest in seeing that new strategy fail so as to vindicate his original choice. As a result contract design, employment decisions and strategy choices are intrinsically linked. The aim of this paper is to explore these dynamic links when managers can create legacies in the firms they manage.

We consider a set-up in which a firm manager can be incentivized both explicitly and implicitly through reputational concerns. The manager needs to take a long-term strategic decision the quality of which depends on his intrinsic and unknown ability. After a strategy has been chosen it needs to be implemented, which requires managerial effort over two periods. Cash flows are also generated over two periods and depend both on the initial choice of strategy and on the implementation effort. The firm can dismiss the incumbent manager after poor performance and hire a new manager to continue the project’s implementation. We assume that a new manager is equally well suited to implement the project.

We first determine the optimal wage contracts and employment policy for shareholders. We show that in the presence of reputational concerns by managers, the threat of firing after bad performance is time inconsistent, i.e., the incumbent manager is entrenched. The reason is that it is cheaper to employ an incumbent manager after he performed badly than to hire a new manager, because the new manager knows that his reputation is less sensitive to performance than that of the incumbent. As a result, higher explicit incentives for the new manager have to replace the implicit incentives of the incumbent, which is costly to the firm. From an ex ante

---

1 Institutional Investor, April 2004.
point of view, entrenchment can be costly, though. We characterize under which conditions entrenchment is detrimental to shareholders.

Second, we explore how the presence of a legacy affects the joint decision to change manager and strategy. We therefore allow for the case where the firm can change its strategy at an interim date. We show that in such a situation, the firm will always change the manager if it changes its strategy. This is because the manager’s reputation is linked to his original decision, which gives him an incentive to ‘sabotage’ the new strategy. Hence, we predict that there is a close association between changes in a firm’s strategy and managerial turnover. A direct implication of this is that firms will exhibit strategic inertia. In the presence of reputational concerns, the firm faces a cost when it changes strategy: it forgoes the advantage of employing a manager who is incentivized strongly by the desire to prove that his original strategy choice was correct. The firm may therefore refrain from changing strategy (and manager) even when it knows that an alternative strategy is more likely to be profitable.

To illustrate the ideas developed in this paper, consider the example of the recent changes at DaimlerChrysler. Former CEO Jurgen Schrempp was replaced by Dieter Zetsche in January, 2006, after 10 years at the head of the company. Schrempp’s vision had been to create a ‘Welt AG’ (World Inc), i.e. the world’s leading transportation company. To do this, he merged Daimler and Chrysler in 1998, and took important stakes in Asian carmakers Mitsubishi and Hyundai in 2000. Despite subsequent years of poor performance, and against general opinion, Schrempp was not dismissed. Quite unexpectedly, a few months after renewing Schrempp’s mandate in early 2005, the board of directors decided to dismiss him, to promote Dieter Zetsche, and to abandon the firm’s worldwide strategy in favor of a refocus on the firm’s core competencies. Business analysts’ comments were: “The back-to-basics move, which aims to streamline management and cut costs by a net $ 1 billion a year is a dramatic reversal of the imperial management culture and high-flying ambitions of predecessor Jurgen Schrempp.” This paper offers an explanation for why Schrempp and his ‘World Inc’ strategy were maintained so long in spite of poor performance, and why Schrempp’s replacement coincided with the Board of Directors’ decision to change strategy. Our argument is not based on the premise that Zetsche was more able than Schrempp at implementing the new strategy, but on the implicit incentives arising from being the initiator of a long term strategy. The same reason that made it preferable to keep Schrempp to implement the initial strategy, required changing CEO to implement the new strategy. Of course, we cannot rule out the possibility that Zetsche was considered more able than Schrempp at implementing the new strategy. In fact, it is probably part of the reason why he was chosen among the successor candidates. Still, this argument alone cannot explain why it took so long for the board to dismiss Schrempp. There was general agreement on the fact that Schrempp showed exceptional longevity considering the financial troubles endured by DaimlerChrysler throughout his mandate.

---

3 Indeed, Zetsche acquired a good reputation at implementing cost-cutting strategies by successfully restoring profits when he was director at Chrysler.
Last, we address the question of the implementation of the optimal wage contract, and show that when the incumbent manager is retained, the second period compensation contract can be interpreted as a stock option scheme with reset exercise prices in response to poor performance. Our paper thus offers a rationale for the observation that CEOs are often retained and executive stock options are reset to a lower strike price in response to poor performance (Brenner, Sundaran and Yermack (2000), Chance, Kumar and Todd (2000)).\footnote{Alternative explanations for the observed ‘leniency’ of board towards CEOs rely on the idea that top executives wield power in setting their own wage (Bebchuk and Fried (2003), Bertrand and Mullainathan (1999, 2001)). We show here that these seemingly sub-optimal compensation packages are compatible with shareholder value maximization.} We identify two distinct determinants of the second period compensation contract and thus two distinct reasons for repricing. Firstly, repricing may occur in order to refresh the manager’s second period incentives after his existing stock options have become of little value.\footnote{Acharya, John and Sundaram (2000) also highlight this point. They do not, however, consider the possibility of replacing the manager after poor performance. Our paper explicitly addresses this question and integrates the analysis of optimal incentive contracts and employment policy.} Second, repricing may occur to retain the incumbent manager. This happens when his reputational concerns are very high. At that point the manager has a strong incentive to resign, and free-ride on the future manager’s effort in order to rehabilitate his reputation. Our paper thus can account for both rationales for stock option repricing put forward by practitioners.

More generally, our analysis allows to derive predictions regarding executive compensation packages, employment policies, and strategic choices, and directly speaks to some empirical findings in the literature. First, we show that managerial retention and executive stock-option repricing after bad performance are optimal when reputational concerns are strong, and when firms have to make long-term strategic choices. We would therefore expect entrenchment and stock-option repricing to be more prevalent at the stage of a firm’s life when a long-term strategic choice continues to impact on the firm’s future performance. This prediction is borne out by the empirical evidence in Carter and Lynch (2001) and Chidambaran and Prabhala (2003) who find that repricing is more prevalent in younger firms and firms that are more concentrated in the technology sector. Both attributes fit our description of firms where long-term strategic choices are particularly important. Our analysis specifies that one should observe more strategic continuity when managers are retained, and stock options are repriced.

Second, our results predict both a reluctance to change strategy after bad performance, and a close association between managerial replacement and major changes in the firm’s strategy. Taken together, these two predictions can help to understand why CEO turnover is significantly correlated with strategic change, while poor performance alone is not (see for instance Romanelli and Tushman (1994) or Gordon, Stewart, Sweo and Luker (2000)).

Finally, we identify reputational concerns as a possible contractual friction that prevents firms from reallocating assets to their more productive use. Our analysis can shed light on the empirical findings of Eisfeldt and Rampini (2005) who document that the benefits of capital reallocation are underexploited during recessions. To the extent that managerial expertise is more needed, when profits are low and investment opportunities are scarce, our model provides
an explanation for the observed lack of capital reallocation.

II. Relation to the literature

Our paper relates to a number of contributions in the theory of dynamic incentives, based on moral hazard issues (see Holmstrom (1979) and Rogerson (1985) for the analysis of, respectively, static and dynamic models of moral hazard).6 The role of implicit incentives through reputational concerns was pioneered by Holmstrom (1982) and extended to allow for explicit incentives by Gibbons and Murphy (1992). The literature building on this mainly focuses on incentive distortions that arise out of reputational concerns (e.g., Holmstrom and Ricart-i-Costa (1986), Jeon (1998), Milbourn, Shockley and Thakor (2001)). We depart from this literature by stressing the fact that managerial talent can influence the choice of long-term projects. Therefore, each period cash flow provides information on the quality of the original project choice, and affects differently the reputation of the manager who made the initial choice, compared to the reputation of a later-coming manager. In most of the literature on career concerns, managerial ability affects only the current period cash flows, and any manager’s reputation is updated regardless of his history with the firm.7 This setting allows us to investigate the relationship between career concerns, dismissal and explicit incentives. In the above quoted literature, dismissal does not typically arise as an issue, because managers are in perfect competition at each date, driving wage down to the point where the firm is indifferent between continuation with the same or another manager. In our setting this is no longer true, because managers take an action that has long lasting impact. While the standard result of career concerns stresses the fact that old managers have less career concerns than young ones and should be given more explicit incentives, our model shows that managerial tenure within a firm can increase reputational concerns, and reduce the use of explicit incentives.

The role of a termination threat in managerial incentives has received a lot of attention in the literature on debt as a commitment device (e.g., Diamond (1984), Gale and Hellwig (1985), Bolton and Scharfstein (1990), Aghion and Bolton (1992), Dewatripont and Tirole (1994) and others). In line with this literature, our analysis shows that if the termination threat can be desirable from an ex ante point of view, it is ex post inefficient, and can be subject to renegotiation.8 However, we depart from this literature along several dimensions. First, the cost of termination is not exogenous in our model: it is reflected in the higher incentive cost of hiring a new manager with lower reputational concerns. As a consequence, committing to fire the manager ex ante is not always optimal, while in those models, it is always ex ante optimal to threaten to liquidate. Second, these papers assume that a manager is perfectly

6See Prendergast (1999) for a review on incentives in firms, and Abowd and Kaplan (1999) and Murphy (1999) for reviews on incentive compensations for executives.
7Reputation updating can be asymmetric across managers though, if managers are given more or less power to take decisions, as pointed out by Ortega (2003), or if intrafirm communication is limited as in Friebel and Raith (2004).
8In that sense, our analysis is also related to the theoretical literature on soft budget constraint, initiated by Dewatripont and Maskin (1995).
entrenched and the only way to provide a termination threat is to liquidate the firm, i.e., it is impossible to fire a manager, hire a new one and continue the firm.\(^9\) This assumption is typically justified with reference to asset (or strategy) specific skills that render a manager indispensable (e.g., Shleifer and Vishny (1989)). While we believe that such specific skills do play a role in practice, we also believe that the relationship between a manager and a firm’s chosen strategy goes beyond specific skills. We therefore make the (extreme) assumption that managers have no inherent productivity advantages in implementing a given strategy, and can be replaced by equally efficient managers. Entrenchment then arises endogenously from the incentive implications of managerial legacies.

Almazan and Suarez (2003) show that managerial entrenchment may arise as an optimal arrangement when the board of directors is weak. This is because entrenchment reduces the amount of explicit incentives necessary to pay a manager. In their paper severance payments emerge as a way to provide optimal ex ante incentives for effort choice.\(^10\) Almazan and Suarez (2003) use quite a different notion of entrenchment from ours. Entrenchment for them means that a manager is retained even though it is ex post inefficient, because it is ex ante optimal to do so. We use entrenchment to describe the ex ante inefficient retention of a manager due to the ex post optimality of retaining him.\(^11\)

There is little literature that explicitly addresses the dynamics of strategy change. Dow and Raposo (2005) argue that firms’ strategic choices are suboptimal in that managers have a preference for projects that are difficult to implement. Their model, however, focuses on a static set-up where a manager has considerable lee-way in the initial strategy formulation, but once a strategy has been chosen the issue of change does not arise. Our paper is quite different in that we explore the dynamics of wage, employment and strategy change. Boot (1992) and Prendergast and Stole (1996) consider a CEO’s incentive to respond to private information about the quality of the firm’s strategy (or investment project). In both papers changing strategy may reflect badly on the CEO’s ability, which can lead to underreaction to private information. Prendergast and Stole (1996) show that CEOs with long (short) tenure may under-(over-) react to private information. Like them, we identify tenure as an important variable determining willingness to change strategy. However, in contrast to both the above papers, we do not assume that CEOs have private information about the best project. We therefore find that firms may exhibit strategic inertia not only from the perspective of the manager’s private information, but also conditional on publicly available information. This observation appears to be consistent with the anecdotal evidence described above, whereby firms fail to adopt a new strategy in spite of a widespread understanding that the current strategy is not optimal.

\(^9\)See, however, Zwiebel (1996), Fluck (1998) and Berkovitch, Israel and Spiegel (2000) who assume that managers can be replaced at a cost and derive capital structure implications. See also Spear and Wang (2005) who extend the standard dynamic moral hazard framework to the case where the agent can be replaced.

\(^10\)Severance payments also appear to be an optimal response to managerial incentives in Eisfeldt and Rampini (2004). In that paper, severance payments help eliciting information on the project’s productivity by compensating managers for loss of control.

\(^11\)In that sense, our paper is closer to Crémèr (1995) who shows that firms may not be able ex post to fire poorly performing managers if they can attribute it to bad luck, although it would be ex ante optimal to do it.
The organization of the paper is the following. Section III presents the basic model structure. In Section IV, we solve for the optimal wage contracts and the firm’s firing policy when the CEO chooses a strategy that cannot subsequently be changed. Section V explores wage contracts, and managerial turnover when the firm can switch strategies at the interim date. Section VI discusses the implementation of wage contracts and empirical implications, while Section VII discusses some model extensions. The Appendix contains proofs.

III. The model

There are three dates \( t = 0, 1, 2 \). A firm can undertake a project at the initial date \( t = 0 \), which yields an uncertain payoff at the two subsequent dates. The project choice can be thought of as a long-term strategic decision by the firm, which will affect the firm’s cash flows two periods into the future. The firm hires a manager whose task it is to make this strategic choice and to implement it subsequently. Assume that the manager’s choice of strategy \( S \) can be either good \(( S = G )\) or bad \(( S = B )\). Once a strategy has been chosen it cannot be changed for two periods. Later on we will also consider the case where the firm can adopt another strategy at the interim date.

There are two types of managers, \( m \in \{ L, H \} \). High type managers \(( m = H )\) always pick the good strategy, whereas low types always pick the bad strategy.\(^{12}\) The \textit{ex ante} probability of a manager being a high type is \( q_0 \geq \frac{1}{2} \). The manager’s type is not known to either the manager or the firm, and both have the same beliefs about the manager’s type. Moreover, we assume that neither can observe directly the quality of the chosen strategy.

Once a strategy has been chosen, its likelihood of success depends on the effort that a manager puts into its implementation over the next two periods. The firm then generates payoffs at \( t = 1, 2 \). Denote by \( e_1 \in \{ \underline{e}_1, \overline{e}_1 \} \) the effort choice, that affects payoffs at \( t = 1 \). Similarly, \( e_2 \in \{ \underline{e}_2, \overline{e}_2 \} \) is the effort chosen after the first-period payoffs, affecting payoffs at the final date \( t = 2 \). Exerting the high effort level \( \overline{e}_t > \underline{e}_t \) accrues a cost \( c \) to the manager. Define the increase in effort levels by \( \Delta e_t \equiv \overline{e}_t - \underline{e}_t \). The choice of effort affects payoffs in the following way. The payoff is always low \(( R_l \) \) when the manager has chosen the bad strategy \( S = B \), i.e., any effort by the manager in either period is wasted in that case. When he has chosen the good strategy \( S = G \) the firm generates a high payoff \( R_t = R_h \) at \( t = 1 \) with probability \( e_1 \) and the low payoff \( R_l \) with probability \( 1 - e_1 \). Date \( t = 2 \) payoffs are affected by effort \( e_2 \) in the same way. Figure 1 summarizes the structure of the model.

Suppose first that effort is observable, that is, that there is no moral hazard. To make things interesting, we assume that in that case the firm maximizes its profit by inducing effort at any stage of the game. This implies the following conditions. First, the firm wants to hire a manager and to induce effort at \( t = 2 \), whatever the level of profit realized at the end of the

\(^{12}\) Note that our results go through if we assume that a bad manager can sometimes choose a good strategy. What matters for our results is that the project’s choice cannot be perfectly inferred from the realization of the profits at each period.
Figure 1: Timing and payoffs under symmetric information.

first period. This is ensured by the condition:

\[ p^i (\bar{\pi}_2 R_h + (1 - \bar{\pi}_2) R_l) + (1 - p^i) R_l - c \geq p^i (\bar{\pi}_2 R_h + (1 - \bar{\pi}_2) R_l) + (1 - p^i) R_l, \]

where \( p^i \equiv \text{prob}(S = G|R_i = R_i) \) and \( i \in \{l, h\} \).

After manipulations, the above equation boils down to:

\[ R_h - R_l \geq \frac{c}{p^i \Delta e_2}. \] (1)

Second, the firm wants to hire a manager and induce him to exert effort at \( t = 1 \), given that effort will be induced at \( t = 2 \). This is ensured by the condition:

\[
q_0 \left[ \bar{\pi}_1 R_h + (1 - \bar{\pi}_1) R_l + \bar{\pi}_2 R_h + (1 - \bar{\pi}_2) R_l - c \right] + (1 - q_0) \left[ R_l + R_l - c \right] - c \geq \\
q_0 \left[ \bar{\pi}_1 R_h + \bar{\pi}_2 R_h + (1 - \bar{\pi}_2) R_l - c + (1 - \bar{\pi}_1) R_l \right] + (1 - q_0) \left[ R_l + R_l - c \right],
\]

which simplifies to:

\[ R_h - R_l \geq \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1}. \] (2)

The firm hires a manager at \( t = 0 \) with reputation \( q_0 \) and offers a wage contract that specifies compensation payments contingent on the date 1 and 2 payoffs. Denote by \( w^{i,j} \) the wage payment at date 2 contingent on both performance observations \( R_i, R_j \) at dates 1 and 2 respectively, where \( i, j \in \{l, h\} \). The firm can choose to fire the manager at \( t = 1 \) and hire a new manager from a pool of indistinguishable managers of reputation \( q_0 \). The effort level \( e_t \), \( t = 1, 2 \) is chosen by the manager who is employed by the firm at date \( t - 1 \). Note that the firm can offer different second period wage contracts to a new or the incumbent manager. Similarly, we denote date 1 wage payments by \( w^i \). Finally, let \( p^{i,j} \equiv \text{prob}(S = G|R_1 = R_i, R_2 = R_j) \).

Managers are risk neutral and have limited liability. We also assume that they care about their reputation when they stop working for the firm (or when the project stops). Denote by
the value that a manager derives from having reputation $q$. We assume that $f(q)$ is i) increasing in $q$, and ii) such that the manager would prefer to accept to be employed by the firm at the initial date instead of not being employed. Intuitively, when the firm performs well, outside firms will be more eager to hire well-performing managers, and be willing to pay them higher wages. This assumption is also consistent with recent empirical evidence by Fee and Hadlock (2003) who show that managers who are promoted to CEO positions at new firms come from firms with better than average past stock price performance.

Denote by $q^{i,j}$ the date 2 reputation of the manager conditional on the performance observations $R_i, R_j$ at date 1 and 2 respectively, where $i,j \in \{l,h\}$. We can similarly define the date 1 reputation by $q^i$. Moreover, we assume that the manager remains unemployed for one period if he is fired at date 1. After that, his reputation is updated on the basis of the firm’s cash flows. The manager’s reputation therefore continues to evolve even when he no longer works for the firm.

Given the structure of the model reputation evolves in a very simple way: if the firm generates high cash flows $R_h$ at either date, it becomes clear that the manager must have picked the correct strategy $S = G$. His reputation then jumps to $q = 1$, because only high type managers are capable of choosing a good strategy. This yields the following reputation updates: $q^h = q^{h,l} = q^{h,h} = q^{l,h} = 1$. The manager enjoys then a reputation benefit $f(1)$. The only other remaining reputation updates are then $q^l < 1$ after bad performance at $t = 1$, and $q^{l,l} < q^l$ after two consecutive bad performances. At the end of period 2, we can denote the difference in the value of the reputation between $q = 1$ and $q^{l,l}$ by $\Delta f \equiv f(1) - f(q^{l,l})$.

Last, in the remainder of the paper, we make the assumption that effort is not observable, i.e. that there is moral hazard.

IV. Optimal wages and firing policy

We now analyze the wage contracts and the optimal retention policy of the firm. Throughout the paper we restrict attention to long-term contracts that are renegotiation proof. In other words, we allow the firm and the manager to renegotiate the employment contract if it is mutually profitable to do so. In our case this means that the firm cannot write a contract that commits it to a particular employment policy. And the firm cannot force the manager to work for it if this would violate his participation constraint at the interim date. Hence, we do not allow

---

13 One can think of $f(q)$ being determined by an explicit calculation of the net present value of future wage payments when the agent has current reputation $q$. For the sake of tractability we will not endogenize $f(q)$, but simply assume that the higher the manager’s reputation, the higher the future expected wage (see Dewatripont, Jewitt and Tirole (1999) for a comprehensive analysis of career concerns models).

14 In our model, reputation is the probability of the manager being of a good type. Because we assume a perfect match between types and strategy choices, the reputation $q^{i,j}$ is equal to the probability of having picked the correct strategy $p^{i,j}$. Both may differ in a more general setting. To interpret more accurately the economic effects at stake, we maintain distinct notations for the two variables.

15 This assumption appears to be consistent with the empirical evidence provided by Chen (2004). He finds that firms that ‘commit’ not to reprice options, issue an abnormally large amount of new stock options. This suggests that firms do reward managers after poor performance, even when they -try to- commit not to do so.
employment contracts that i) are ex post detrimental to shareholders, and ii) would deny the manager the right to quit the job if he wishes to do so. Of course, since managers will anticipate this, it will modify their ex ante incentives to work.

A. Optimal second period wages

Let us first consider the firm’s employment policy and wage payments at the interim date. The wage contract and the decision to retain or fire the manager at the interim date 1 are determined so as to maximize shareholder wealth, subject to the manager’s incentive compatibility and participation constraints. The following proposition gives the optimal wage contracts that maximize shareholders’ wealth and satisfy both sets of constraints, depending on whether the incumbent manager is retained or fired and depending on whether date 1 cash flows were high or low.16

**Proposition 1** Suppose the firm earns $R_h$ at date 1. Then the optimal date 2 wage contract is the same regardless of whether the manager is retained or fired at date 1. The optimal wage contract is given by

- $w^{h,h} = \frac{c}{\Delta e_2}$, \hspace{1cm} (3)
- $w^{h,l} = 0$. \hspace{1cm} (4)

Suppose the firm earns $R_l$ at date 1. The optimal date 2 wage contract if a new manager is hired is given by

- $w^{l,h}_{\text{new}} = \frac{c p e_2}{\Delta f}$, \hspace{1cm} (5)
- $w^{l,l}_{\text{new}} = 0$,

and if the original manager is retained it is given by

- $w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} = \max \left\{ \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2} - \Delta f; \frac{c}{p' e_2} \right\}$, \hspace{1cm} (6)
- $w^{l,l}_{\text{old}} = 0$. \hspace{1cm} (7)

The wage payment $w^{h,h}$ from performing well in the second period, after having performed well in the first period is independent of reputational concerns. The reason is straightforward: when the manager has performed well once, it is known that he chose the good strategy initially and therefore he cannot improve his reputation further by performing well again. Therefore the same wage is given to an incumbent or a new manager.17

16 We assume as before that shareholders want to induce effort at the second period, whatever the first period cash-flows, and we provide below a sufficient condition for this.

17 Under more general information structures the incumbent manager may well continue to have reputational concerns after good performance, which will simply provide an additional reason for retaining the incumbent manager after good performance.
When the incumbent manager is fired after poor interim performance and a new manager is hired, he receives a wage payment only if he performs well at the subsequent date. In this way the manager is given stronger incentives to exert effort. The total reward required is \( \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2} \), which is exactly the payment that satisfies the new manager’s incentive compatibility constraint. His participation constraint is always satisfied at this wage level.

When the incumbent manager is retained, there are two possible values of the wage payment when he performs well, depending on whether the incentive compatibility or the participation constraint is binding. The incentive compatibility constraint requires a ‘bonus’ payment \( w_{old}^{h} = \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2} - \Delta f \). This is similar to the wage payment given to a new manager, except that now not all incentives have to be provided explicitly. The incumbent manager is concerned about his reputation and therefore some of his incentives are provided implicitly. This reduces the necessary explicit wage payment by an amount \( \Delta f \) corresponding to his reputational concern (see equation (6)).

The difference arises because only the incumbent, but not the new manager is driven by reputational concerns: The latter cannot be held responsible for the initial strategic choice and therefore a failure to implement the strategy successfully, does not allow the market to update its belief over the new manager’s ability to take good strategic decisions. Therefore reputational concerns provide incentives to the incumbent manager, but not the new manager.

This result differs from standard results in the literature (e.g., Holmstrom’s (1982), Gibbons and Murphy (1992)), where a manager’s compensation contract is determined only on the basis of his current reputation and his remaining reputational concerns. We show that managers receive very different compensation contracts solely on the basis of whether or not they have worked in the firm before, and thereby had an opportunity to affect the distribution of the firm’s cash flows beyond the time horizon of their own tenure.

When the reputational concerns become very strong, the incumbent manager’s incentive compatibility constraint can be satisfied without any explicit wage payment. The manager is willing to exert effort merely in order to improve his reputation, and does not need a monetary gain. But, this raises the possibility for the incumbent manager to leave the firm and free ride on the effort exerted by a new manager: he would then obtain the reputation benefit without incurring the effort cost. If the firm wishes to retain the incumbent manager it has to give him a positive wage even though his incentive compatibility constraint is slack. This wage is determined by the binding participation constraint of the manager, and is equal to \( \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2} \).

**Corollary 1** If

\[
\Delta f > \frac{c}{\Delta e_2} \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2}
\]

then the second period wage contract is determined so as to ensure that the incumbent manager can be retained. Otherwise the second period wage contract is determined so as to render the high effort level incentive compatible.

Our model captures two realistic features of dynamic wage contracting in a simple set-up. Wage contracts have to satisfy an incentive compatibility constraint, which is the usual
constraint that much of the theoretical literature on agency problems has focused on.\textsuperscript{18} At the same time wage contracts have to satisfy a non-trivial participation constraint in order to deter the manager from leaving the firm with a view to free-riding on effort exerted by another manager in the future. This effect is not captured in previous models of CEO compensation, even though managerial retention is one of the main concerns stated for repricing by practitioners. In most models of CEO compensation it is assumed that managers take actions whose impact expires after one period.\textsuperscript{19} The utility of a manager who quits a firm is therefore independent of that firm’s future performance. This is not the case in our model, because the manager’s reputation may be affected by the firm’s future performance even after he stopped working for that firm.

Let us now to turn to the firm’s optimal employment policy. For sake of consistency, we need to make an assumption on the model parameters to ensure that, given the wages determined in Proposition 1, shareholders want to induce effort at the first period.

Assumption 1
\[
R^h - R^l \geq \frac{\bar{e}_2}{\Delta e_2} \cdot \frac{c}{p^\prime \Delta e_2}. \tag{9}
\]

Assumption 1 provides a sufficient condition for shareholders to induce high second period effort, for any first-period payoff. Note that this condition is stronger than the first best condition (1). This is because incentivizing managers is costly: the difference in returns between the high and low states must be high enough to cover the agency rent.

Proposition 2 \textit{If the manager has any reputational concerns, the only renegotiation proof employment policy is to retain the manager at date 1, regardless of his performance.}

This statement follows straightforwardly from the comparison of the second period wage payments given in equations (5) and (6). Suppose the firm observes poor interim performance \(R_l\). At that stage it has the choice of retaining the manager and paying wage \(w_{old}^{l,h}\) in case of subsequent success, or hiring a new manager and paying \(w_{new}^{l,h} > w_{old}^{l,h}\). Since the identity of the manager has no impact on performance the firm clearly prefers to retain the manager. Moreover, the manager also prefers to remain with the firm, because it allows him to earn the agency rent in the next period. Note that at the interim stage, the firm is indifferent between retaining and firing the manager after good performance. However, we show below that committing to retain the manager after good interim performance is \textit{ex ante} optimal. The optimal renegotiation-proof contract will thus entail retaining the manager after good interim performance.

\textsuperscript{18}Oyer (2004) is an exception to this. He focuses on the role of absolute performance based compensation in adjusting wage to the CEO’s changing outside opportunities.

\textsuperscript{19}An exception to this is Gorton and Grundy (1997) who point to a related free rider problem in a model where managers need to be given explicit long-term wage payments. Hence, managers in their model may free ride because they benefit via explicit wage payments if the firm’s future performance is strong even if they quit the firm.
Proposition 2 contains the key result on entrenchment. It states that a policy of firing the manager after poor interim performance is time inconsistent because employing a new manager is more expensive than retaining the incumbent manager, without yielding any benefit to the firm after date 1. Note that this result holds even though the incumbent has no productivity advantage over a newly employed manager, which is what usually underlies stories of entrenchment (e.g., Shleifer and Vishny (1989) or Crémer (1995)).

B. Optimal first period wages

Let us now complete the characterization of wage contracts by solving for the optimal first period compensation scheme. Since the manager is always retained at the interim date, it is easy to write down his first period incentive compatibility constraint. The resulting optimal first period payments are given in the following Lemma.

**Lemma 1** Under the optimal renegotiation proof contract, the manager’s first period wage is given by

\[ w^h = \max[0, \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - e_2 (w^{h,h} - w^{l,h}_{old}) - (1 - e_2)\Delta f], \]

\[ w^l = 0, \]

where \( w^{h,h} \) and \( w^{l,h}_{old} \) are given in Proposition 1.

The explicit first period incentive payment \( w^h \) depends on two kinds of incentives: the size of the second period agency rent and reputational concerns. Since the manager is retained after poor performance, he will earn an agency rent in the next period even though he performs badly. This affects negatively his first period incentives and increases \( w^h \). On the other hand, the agency rent he earns when being retained after good first period performance provides an additional incentive at the first date to exert effort: \( w^h \) decreases with \( w^{h,h} \). For this reason, it is optimal ex ante to commit to retain the manager after good performance, even if shareholders are ex post indifferent between retaining the incumbent manager and hiring a new one.\(^{20}\) The second type of incentive stems from reputational concerns. If the manager achieves a high cash flow at the first date he improves his reputation and this by itself provides an implicit incentive to exert effort. But this effect is attenuated by the manager’s opportunity to restore his reputation after bad performance.

C. The cost of entrenchment

An important question that arises once we know the full solution to the contracting problem is whether the type of entrenchment identified above actually carries any cost to the firm. Entrenchment arises because the firm is unable to commit credibly to a policy of firing the

\(^{20}\)The fact that future rents enhance present incentives to effort is well-known in dynamic moral hazard models, and goes back to Rogerson (1985). Our model brings new insight by explaining why future rents can have countervailing effects on incentives because shareholders also prefer to retain managers after bad performance.
manager at the interim date. It would always want to renegotiate such a contract and retain
the manager instead, even if he performed poorly. As a result it cannot credibly use the threat
of dismissal to provide first period incentives to the manager. Note that this contrasts with
other results in the literature on dynamic contracting, e.g., v. Thadden (1995) and Almazan and
Suarez (2003). In those papers the firm’s interim efficient decision may be to liquidate the firm
(v. Thadden) or fire the manager (Almazan and Suarez), and this may reduce the manager’s
ex ante effort incentives. In those papers there is therefore a role for long-term contracts that
bind the firm to retaining the manager at the interim date. In our model such contracts do not
help, because the firm’s interim efficient decision already involves retaining the manager more
often than may be ex ante desirable.

We now identify what would be the gain in firm value if shareholders could commit ex ante
to an employment policy (e.g. to firing the manager, if it is optimal to do so).

**Proposition 3** If the shareholders can commit to an employment policy, the ex ante expected
firm value increases by:

$$q_0 \max \left[ \pi_1 (w - \hat{w}) - (1 - \pi_1) \pi_2 (w_{\text{new}}^{l,h} - w_{\text{old}}^{l,h}); 0 \right],$$

(10)

where $w_{\text{new}}^{l,h}$ and $w_{\text{old}}^{l,h}$ are defined in Proposition 1, $w$ in Lemma 1 and

$$\hat{w} = \max[0, \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - \left( \pi_2 w^{h,h} - c \right) - (1 - \pi_2) \Delta f].$$

Proposition 3 states that the ability to commit ex ante to an employment policy is not
necessarily valuable for shareholders. It is valuable only if (10) is positive. Put differently, it is
sometimes optimal from an ex ante point of view to retain the manager after bad performance.
Expression (10), where $\hat{w}$ represents the first period wage of the initial manager, if he is fired
after bad performance, illustrates clearly the trade-off faced by shareholders. On the one hand,
committing to firing the poorly performing original manager increases the second period wage
expenses, because it is more costly to incentivize a new manager, with no reputational concerns.
This extra cost is measured by $(1 - \pi_1) \pi_2 (w_{\text{new}}^{l,h} - w_{\text{old}}^{l,h})$. On the other hand, when the original
manager is fired if he performs badly, it is easier to incentivize him at the first period, which
reduces expected wage expenses by $\pi_1 (w - \hat{w})$. Whether committing to firing the original
manager is beneficial to shareholders depends on which effect dominates.

In our model where incentives can be given by reputational concerns, wages might turn
out to be equal to zero. Intuitively, this will be the case if reputational concerns are large.
To highlight the interaction between implicit and explicit incentives, and to focus on the most
realistic cases where managers need also positive wages to be incentivized, we assume that first-
period wages are strictly positive. Since $\hat{w} < w$, we simply need to ensure that $\hat{w} \geq 0$, which
is true under assumption 2:

**Assumption 2**

$$\Delta f \leq \frac{c \left( \frac{1}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - \frac{e_2}{\Delta e_2} \right)}{1 - \pi_2}.\quad (11)$$
Using assumption 2, as well as the wage values determined before, one can determine the net benefit of committing to an employment policy.

**Corollary 2** Under assumption 2, if the incumbent manager’s wage \( w^{lh}_{old} \) is determined by his binding participation constraint, the net benefit of committing to an employment policy is equal to:

\[
\frac{q_0c}{p'\Delta e_2} \max \left[ \Delta e_2 (1 - \varpi_1 p') - \varpi_2 (1 - \varpi_1); 0 \right].
\] (12)

If \( w^{lh}_{old} \) is determined by the incumbent manager’s binding incentive compatibility constraint, it is equal to:

\[
q_0 \max \left[ \varpi_1 \varpi_2 \frac{c}{p'\Delta e_2} - \varpi_2 \Delta f - \varpi_1 c; 0 \right].
\] (13)

Suppose the second period wage when the manager is retained is determined by the binding participation constraint. Then from (12) we can see that the cost of entrenchment depends on the likelihood \( p' \) with which the good strategy \( S = G \) is being operated conditional on having observed poor performance \( R_1 \). Note that the manager is indifferent between being retained and being fired conditional on the realization \( R_1 \). One might therefore expect firing, and the threat thereof, to do nothing to incentives. This, however, is not the case, because the manager’s actual payoff differs depending on whether the operating strategy is \( G \) or \( B \). In particular, if \( S = G \) then the manager strictly prefers to be retained, even if his participation constraint is binding. Conversely, he would strictly prefer to quit if he knew that \( S = B \). His actual wage is set to make him indifferent conditional on \( R_1 \) only and is thus a probability weighted average between an expected payoff conditional on \( S = G \) and \( S = B \). Since his first period incentives are only affected by his payoffs when the strategy is \( S = G \) the threat of losing the rent when \( R_1 \) occurs provides an implicit incentive to exert effort at the first date. The lower \( p' \) the more he benefits from being retained conditional on \( S = G \) and the stronger are the incentive implications from a threat of firing. The benefit to the firm from being able to commit to firing the manager after poor performance is therefore higher when \( p' \) is lower.

Suppose instead that the second period wage of the retained manager is determined by the binding incentive compatibility constraint. Then the firm’s ex ante value increases when using the threat of dismissal only if reputational concerns are not too high. Consider the benchmark case when there are no reputational concerns, i.e., \( \Delta f = 0 \). In that case the firm would certainly want to make use of the threat of dismissal, to mitigate the managerial moral hazard problem. From expression (13), one can see that the net benefit of committing to firing the manager is then positive. But when the manager cares a lot about his reputation, the reduced cost of first period wages may be outweighed by the additional cost of replacing the manager at the second date. The firm would then not benefit from committing to fire a poorly performing manager.
V. Interim Strategy Change

In the above analysis it has been assumed that the strategy choice could not be altered throughout the lifetime of the project. We now extend the analysis to the case where the firm can choose to abandon the strategy that was started in favour of the alternative, untested strategy. By construction, the success or failure of the new strategy throws some light on whether the original strategy choice was good or bad. This new set-up extends our earlier notion of a managerial legacy. The manager’s reputation is affected in the longer term by an earlier strategic choice, even if the strategy has been changed in the meantime, and even if the manager no longer works for the firm.

The kind of situation we have in mind is one where a firm faces a major strategic decision and a CEO takes the initiative to make that choice. If the firm’s subsequent performance is poor, it may wish to abandon this strategy and instead go for ‘the obvious alternative’ strategy that had been rejected initially. Note that the decision to change strategy is now relatively mechanical and per se does not require a CEO to develop a new strategic vision, although it requires effort to implement the alternative strategy successfully. In the example of DaimlerChrysler developed in the introduction, while the World Inc strategy was really Schrempp’s vision, the decision to abandon the worldwide expansion, and to refocus on the firm’s core competencies (making high quality cars) was taken by the board (for example, the decision to retreat from Asia was taken while Schrempp was still in place, against his advice).21

To investigate the joint decision to change strategy and possibly manager, we now assume that the firm can switch strategy at the interim date. First period cash flows are distributed exactly as described in Section IV. Second period cash-flows still depend on whether the good or the bad strategy is implemented. Therefore, if the firm sticks to the original strategy, the second period cash flow distributions are exactly as described in Section IV. If the firm switches, the cash flow distribution depends on the quality of the strategy that is being implemented in the second period. If the firm implements the bad strategy at the second date, its payoff is \( R_l \) with certainty. If it implements the good strategy it is \( R_h \) with probability \( e_2 \) and \( R_l \) with probability \( 1 - e_2 \).

To derive the optimal strategy/manager choice, we first determine the optimal employment policy for each interim strategy choice, and then conclude on the optimal strategy choice.

A. Choice of manager given the choice of strategy

The firm’s interim decision problem is now more complicated, because it needs to decide simultaneously (i) which strategy to pursue, (ii) with which manager to pursue it, and (iii) what wage contract the chosen manager should be offered. To account for all these possibilities, the wage contracts will be generically written: \( w_{\text{choice, manager}}^{i,j} \), where the variable ‘choice’ can be ‘stick’.

---

21 Boot (1992) and Prendergast and Stole (1996) implicitly provide another reason for leaving this decision to the board and not the CEO: If the latter makes a strategy recommendation based on private information, he may have an incentive to report in favor of the strategy originally chosen by him. We assume, however, that the manager has no superior information about the quality of the strategy, and therefore this issue does not arise.
or ‘switch’ and the variable ‘manager’ can be ‘old’ or ‘new’. For example, \( w_{\text{stick, old}}^{lh} \) represents the wage offered to the original manager if the firm sticks to the initial strategy, retains the original manager, and generates cash-flows \( R_l \) at \( t = 1 \) and \( R_h \) at \( t = 2 \).

The following proposition establishes the optimal employment policy, given the firm’s decision to switch strategy.

**Proposition 4** If the firm wants to switch strategy at the interim date, it is optimal to hire a new manager, i.e. \( w_{\text{switch, old}}^{lh} \geq w_{\text{switch, new}}^{lh} \).

According to Proposition 4 the firm will never pursue a new strategy with the incumbent manager. The intuition for this result is as follows. The incumbent manager’s reputation is tied to the success of the strategy that he chose. Success of the new strategy therefore implies that the manager’s original strategy choice was poor. This gives the manager an inherent interest in making the new strategy fail, which would be interpreted as a vindication of his original choice. As a result the incumbent manager has an incentive not to put effort into implementing the new strategy. The firm can overcome this bias if it provides sufficiently strong explicit incentives. This, however, is more expensive than simply hiring a new manager, who has no vested interest in the firm’s chosen strategy. Thus, the same reputational concerns that made it cheap to employ the incumbent manager to implement the original strategy, now make it expensive to employ him to implement a new strategy. The only case where the incumbent manager is equally well suited as a new manager to implement the new strategy, is when he has no reputational concerns at all.

This result is important, because it characterizes the reason why in practice there is frequently a close association between a particular strategy and the manager who implements it. We depart from the standard assumption that managers have an inherent productivity advantage with regards to a particular strategy (e.g., Shleifer and Vishny, 1989). Managers in our model have no such productivity advantage, but they happen to implement only those strategies that they have chosen originally. This is because an association between the cost of incentivizing a manager and the type of strategy he implements arises endogenously from the manager’s reputational concerns. It would in principle be straightforward to require from the agent that he accept a strategy change after poor performance and implement the new strategy. This, however, would make it difficult for the manager to be genuinely interested in seeing the strategy succeed.

We now derive the optimal employment policy when the firm decides to stick to the original strategy. Note that even in that case, the incumbent manager’s wage is affected by the ability to change strategy. Indeed, the possibility to switch strategy affects the manager’s interim participation constraint compared to the case where no such change is possible, because the distribution of the manager’s reputation depends on the firm strategy choice were the incumbent manager to resign. The optimal wage contract for the incumbent is derived in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2 If the firm sticks to the initial strategy:

(i) If \( p_l < \frac{1}{2} \), then the incumbent’s second period wage contract is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
w^{l,h}_{stick,old} &= \max \left\{ \frac{c}{p_l \Delta e_2} - \Delta f, \frac{c}{p_l \bar{c}_2} + K \right\}, \\
w^{l,l}_{stick,old} &= 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
K = \frac{f(q^{l,l}_{switch}) - f(q^{l,l})}{p_l \Delta f} - \Delta f - \frac{1 - p_l}{p_l} \left( f(q^{l,l}_{switch}) - f(0) \right).
\]

(ii) If \( p_l \geq \frac{1}{2} \), then \( w^{l,j}_{stick,old} \) is given by (6).

As before, the incumbent manager’s wage may be determined by either a binding (IC) constraint, or his participation constraint. The (IC) constraint is exactly as before, but the manager’s participation constraint changes when \( p_l < \frac{1}{2} \). Whether it is now easier or harder to satisfy, depends on the sign of \( K \). Overall, the choice with which manager to continue, depends on the parameters as follows.

Proposition 5 If the firm sticks to the initial strategy after bad interim performance \( R^l \), then

• if \( p_l \geq \frac{1}{2} \), it is optimal to retain the original manager,
• if \( p_l < \frac{1}{2} \), it is optimal to retain the original manager if the probability of success is sufficiently large, in the sense that:

\[
\bar{e}_2 > \frac{f(q^{l,l}_{switch}) - f(q^{l,l}) - \frac{e_2 c}{\Delta e_2}}{p_l \Delta f + (1 - p_l) \left( f(q^{l,l}_{switch}) - f(0) \right)},
\]

and hire a new manager otherwise.

When \( p_l \geq \frac{1}{2} \) or when \( p_l < \frac{1}{2} \) and \( \bar{e}_2 \) is sufficiently high,\(^\text{22}\) the second period wage of the original manager is lower than that of a newly hired manager. Our previous result on entrenchment still holds.

When \( p_l < \frac{1}{2} \) but \( \bar{e}_2 \) is small, then the probability of failure is high regardless of whether the right or the wrong strategy was used. The cost of a strategy change is therefore low for the original manager. On the other hand, he benefits from the small but likely improvement in his reputation when the strategy is changed and unsuccessful. Hence, the ‘threat’ of changing the strategy when the manager resigns is not always effective. As a consequence, his participation constraint may become harder to satisfy, and this could make it cheaper to hire a new manager to implement the old strategy. Although we cannot exclude it, we view this possibility as rather remote, because it can only occur if the probability of successful project implementation is extremely low (condition (14) needs to be violated). For instance, if the value of reputation

\(^{22}\) Note that the right-hand side of condition (14) is smaller than one, so that there is always a parameter for which this is true.
is linear in $q$ (i.e., $f(q) = aq$), then (14) is always satisfied and the above case never happens. The ability to change strategy then does not modify wages, and the incumbent manager is entrenched.

B. Optimal strategy change

The full solution to the firm’s problem requires determining when it is optimal to change strategy. The firm makes this choice after observing first period performance so as to maximize expected firm value net of wage payments, subject to the incentive compatibility and participation constraints of the manager it wishes to employ. Trivially, it is never optimal to change strategy after good first period performance, since it is then known that the strategy was indeed good. This raises the question under what conditions a strategy change should occur after poor performance $R_l$. In the absence of an agency problem, the firm should switch strategy if the probability of the good strategy after a change is higher than without a change. In our model, this is the case whenever $p^l < \frac{1}{2}$.

The following Proposition states when it is optimal to change strategy in the presence of an agency problem.

**Proposition 6** It is optimal for the firm to continue with the old strategy after poor first period performance $R_l$ if $p^l \geq p^*$, where

$$p^* = \frac{1}{2} - \frac{(1 - p^l)w_{\text{stick,new}}^{l,h} - p^l w_{\text{switch,new}}^{l,h}}{2(R_h - R_l)}$$

and to change strategy otherwise.

The optimal point at which a switch in strategy should occur, changes in the presence of an agency problem. This is because the wage payments depend on which strategy is continued.

**Corollary 3** If (14) holds (it is optimal to retain the initial manager when the firm wishes to continue its original strategy) then $p^* < \frac{1}{2}$. Otherwise $p^* = \frac{1}{2}$.

When $p^* \leq p^l < \frac{1}{2}$ the firm hangs on to the old strategy even though it knows that the other strategy is more likely to be the right one. This is because the wage payment required for the incumbent manager to exert effort to implement the original strategy is lower than the wage payment required for the new manager to do so with the new strategy. It follows that shareholders are reluctant to change strategy. Hence, the firm switches strategy less often than would be optimal without agency problems. The firm exhibits inertia in adopting a new strategy.

Moreover, the gap between expected wage payments $p^l w_{\text{stick,old}}^{l,h}$ under strategy continuity and a change in strategy $(1 - p^l)w_{\text{switch,new}}^{l,h}$ becomes more pronounced if the incumbent manager has stronger reputational concerns. The higher the reputational concerns of the manager, the stronger the bias towards sticking to the old strategy. In the extreme opposite case where there
are no reputational concerns the firm’s decision to change strategy would be unaffected by the agency problem and the optimal threshold would be $p_l \geq p^* = \frac{1}{2}$.

Strategy inertia occurs whenever it is cheaper to retain the incumbent manager than to hire a new manager to implement the old strategy, i.e. when condition (14) in Proposition 5 holds. Corollary 3 does not rule out the possibility that, even in the presence of reputational concerns, the firm does not exhibit inertia. This however only happens for a small, and rather non typical, set of parameters for which it is optimal to hire a new manager even when the firms decides to continue the old strategy (i.e. when condition (14) does not hold).

VI. Interpretation of wage contracts and empirical implications

In this Section we derive some empirical implications supported by our analysis, discuss their relevance to address actual empirical findings, and propose new possible empirical tests. To formulate these predictions, we first need to characterize how the optimal wage can be implemented.

A. Rationale for the repricing of stock-option schemes

We now investigate how the wage contracts derived above may be implemented using simple financial instruments, like stock options. To do that, we focus on the renegotiation proof contracts, whereby if $p_l \geq p^*$ defined in Proposition 6, the incumbent manager is retained, while he is fired, and the strategy is reversed, if $p_l < p^*$. The following proposition summarizes what can be achieved with stock options.

**Proposition 7** The first period wage contract can be implemented by granting the manager short-term stock options. If $p_l < p^*$, the second period wage contract can be implemented by granting the new manager short-term stock options. If $p_l \geq p^*$, the second period wage contract can be implemented by granting the manager long-term stock options, that will be repriced at the interim date in case of bad performance.

The Proof of Proposition 7 follows in the text below. The implementation described in the Proposition is of course not unique, and we do not attempt to provide an argument for the use of stock options in general. It is helpful though to see whether the wage contract dynamics that we derived earlier are compatible with observed patterns. Firstly, note that the optimal wage contracts are path dependent and therefore they can neither be implemented by making wage conditional on current cash flows alone, nor by making them contingent on cumulative cash flows. Intuitively, awarding stock options that are repriced after poor performance is then a way of implementing the path dependence implied in optimal wage contracts.

---

23 Recall for instance that for linear reputation functions, this case never happens. For other functional forms, the probability of success in the second period $p_2$ must be very low.

24 The first point follows directly from the fact that wages at date 2 are a function of prior performance, i.e., $w^{h,l} \neq w^{l,l}$. The second point follows from $w^{h,l} \neq w^{l,h}$. 

---
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To fix ideas, assume that the firm does not distribute any dividends at \( t = 1 \).\(^{25}\) The firm value, and the stock price, is simply the sum of the accumulated cash flows. Denote \( P_i \) the firm’s date 1 stock price when cash flow is \( R_i \), and \( P_{i+j} \) the firm’s date 2 stock price when cash flows are \( R_i \) and \( R_j \). The implementation of the first period wage is then straightforward. The first period wage contract (see Lemma 1) rewards the manager in a particular period only if the firm’s performance in that period is strictly above \( R_l \). Such a payoff structure can be achieved by issuing \( x_1 \) stock-options with exercise price \( X_1 \) such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_1 &> P_l \\
x_1(P_h - X_1) &= w^h.
\end{align*}
\]

The same reasoning applies for the second period wage, if a new manager is hired following poor performance: his wage contract is implemented by granting him \( x_2 \) stock-options with exercise price \( X_2 \) such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
X_2 &> P_{l+t} \\
x_2(P_{h} - X_2) &= w_{new}^{l,h}.
\end{align*}
\]

If the incumbent manager is retained, the second period wage depends also on the history of cash-flows \( (w_{old}^{l,h} \neq w^{h,l}) \). This precludes issuing standard long term stock options: these claims depend only on the total firm value, which is the same whether a high cash flow follows a low cash flow or vice-versa. To implement the optimal contract, the firm can issue at \( t = 0 \), \( y \) long term stock options, with initial exercise price \( Y \) exercisable at \( t = 2 \), such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
Y &> P_{l+h} \\
y(P_{h} - Y) &= w_{old}^{h,h}.
\end{align*}
\]

The first condition says that the stock-options expire worthless when the firm value is \( R_l + R_h \), and the second says that the manager obtains exactly \( w^{h,h} \) when the firm value is \( 2R^h \). If \( R^l \) occurs, stock options are repriced to \( \bar{Y} < Y \) such that:

\[
\begin{align*}
\bar{Y} &> P_{l+l} \\
y(P_{l+h} - \bar{Y}) &= w_{old}^{l,h}.
\end{align*}
\]

At the interim date, if the cash-flow is low, the long term stock-options are repriced (by lowering the exercise price), so that they have a positive value if a high cash-flow occurs at the second period. Acharya, John and Sundaram (2000) also show that path dependent contracts can be implemented using executive stock options with revisions in strike price. In contrast to our paper they do not consider the case where the firm has a choice between repricing the options of a retained manager and simply firing the manager after poor interim performance. Taking this choice into account allows us to derive new empirical implications that consider explicitly stock-options repricing, CEO turnover, and strategic decisions.

\(^{25}\)Or, to be less restrictive, that the dividend payment is independent of the cash flow.
B. Predictions

The main prediction of our analysis is that there should be a positive correlation between strategic continuity, managerial retention, and the repricing of stock-option schemes. This link should be stronger when reputational concerns are important and when firms face long-term strategic decisions. To be able to test this prediction, one should find proxies for reputational concerns and for the importance of long-term strategic choice. The most obvious determinant of reputational concerns is the manager’s age. Moreover, to the extent that one’s reputation is more easily established in a younger firm where the manager’s choice of strategy is a key element of success, the firm age could be a further determinant of reputational concerns. In addition, it is likely that new firms in high tech or innovative sectors face important long-term strategic decisions, which could constitute a proxy for the prevalence of long-term strategic decision. We therefore expect the positive relation between managerial retention, strategic inertia (or continuity) and repricing to be stronger for young and/or high-tech, innovative firms.

Since to our knowledge, no empirical study has investigated the joint determination of firm employment policy, CEO compensation package and strategic decision, it is hard to determine whether our predictions are consistent with existing empirical work. We can however from our general implication, derive ‘partial’ predictions consistent with the data. Although other theories can account for some of these results, no single alternative theory can encompass all of them. For this reason we believe that our model can shed new light on these issues.

A first set of implications of our model addresses the decision to reprice stock-option schemes.

- Our analysis predicts that there should be more turnover for established firms, and more repricing for young firms. Repricing should also be more prevalent in firms that are in a phase of taking long-term strategic decisions and where the legacy concerns are likely to be more important. Several empirical studies speak directly to these predictions. Brenner, Sundaran and Yermack (2000) and Chance, Kumar and Todd (2000) both find that repricing firms tend to be smaller, while Chidambaran and Prabhala (2003) find that repricers are concentrated in young firms in technology sectors. Moreover, Bizjak, Brickley and Coles (1993) and Joos, Leone and Zimmermann (2003) find that high-growth and start-up firms hire younger CEOs, i.e., CEOs who one might expect to have stronger reputational concerns. Managerial legacies and option repricing may therefore feature more prominently in those firms.

- The purpose of the repricing of stock-option plans should be to retain managers when reputational concerns are prominent, while it should be to incentivize managers when reputation concerns are less important. Chen (2004) provides empirical evidence that firms which restrict themselves not to reprice executive stock options have higher managerial turnover and concludes that stock option repricing is used systematically by firms for the purpose of managerial retention. He also finds that the repricing policy affects the sensitivity of managerial turnover with respect to stock price movements more strongly for non-CEO managers. Our paper does not attempt to model incentives for non CEO
managers and therefore cannot speak directly to this evidence. However, Chen’s finding is consistent with our notion that more junior managers, who can be expected to have more reputational concerns are more likely to resign from the firm if their options are not repriced.

Second, our analysis provides insights into the determinants of strategy change.

- A consequence of our model is that the incumbent CEO displays a commitment to the status quo. A possible prediction of our model is that managerial replacement should be closely associated with major changes in the firm’s strategy. Because CEO replacement can also be motivated by a variety of reasons, one way to test the above prediction is to investigate whether there are more changes in firms’ strategy after forced replacement of CEOs compared to voluntary departures.

- The incumbent manager’s bias towards the status quo renders a change in strategy costly to the firm. We thus expect strategic inertia to be prevalent when reputational concerns are important. From the discussion above, we can conclude that young, and/or technology firms may exhibit a tendency not to adapt easily once their strategic plan is adopted. Our results thus predict a stronger link between strategic continuity, and managerial retention for young and/or technology firms.

- Strategic change can also be captured by capital reallocation inside or between firms. The change in strategy in our model can be interpreted as the redeployment of existing assets to a more profitable alternative use, or can involve the sale of existing assets, if such redeployment inside the firm is not possible. We showed that reputational concerns can impede capital reallocation to more productive uses. Another prediction of the model is that (otherwise beneficial) capital reallocations should be less frequent, the stronger the reputational concerns of firms.

Although not directly tested, the above predictions are consistent with some empirical observations. For instance, Romanelli and Tushman (1994) find empirically that CEO turnover increases the probability to engage in strategic change in the minicomputer producers industry. This result is also supported by Lant and Milliken (1992), and Gordon, Stewart, Sweo and Luker (2000) in the furniture and computer software industries. More importantly, both Romanelli and Tushman (1994), and Gordon et al. (2000) find no direct evidence that poor past performance per se affects the probability of strategic reorientation. This is consistent with our findings that i) firms exhibit strategic inertia and do not respond necessarily to poor performance by changing strategy, and ii) a strategy change is implemented by changing manager.

Last, Eisfeldt and Rampini (2005) study the cyclical properties of capital reallocations, and find that the benefits of capital reallocation are fully exploited during booms, while they are not during recessions.26 According to the authors, this suggests more contractual or informational

---

26 Specifically, they find evidence that the dispersion in capital productivity across firms is countercyclical, while the amount of capital reallocation is procyclical.
frictions during recessions (see also Eisfeldt and Rampini, 2004). Our model identifies one possible contractual friction between managers and firms, whose strength may be affected by the stage of the business cycle: in periods of recessions, profits are generally low and good investments opportunities are scarce. Successful projects are more easily attributable to managers’ skills, which gives rise to more reputational concerns. Moreover, if we think of reputational concerns as the expected present value of deferred compensation, then during recessions the balance between deferred and contemporaneous compensation is likely to shift towards deferred compensation. In other words reputational concerns become more important. Shareholders are then more reluctant to reallocate capital and large differences in capital productivity emerge.

VII. Extensions

A. Bias in investment horizons

In the above analysis we focused on a scenario in which a CEO had to choose a strategy that has cash flow implications for two periods. We showed that the resulting legacy allowed the incumbent CEO to become entrenched. This would suggest that CEOs may benefit from the long-term nature of their initial choice of strategy. This raises a further interesting issue once one allows for different strategy horizons. Suppose that instead of just choosing from a set of long-term strategies, the firm’s available strategies include short-term ones. Those could be thought of as strategies that have a cash flow impact for only one period like the strategies implicitly assumed to be prevalent in Holmstrom (1982) or Gibbons and Murphy (1992). After that period a manager may be required to make an equivalent strategic choice as at the previous date. There are no legacy considerations if the manager chooses such a short-term strategy and therefore the manager would not have an opportunity to entrench himself. This would be welcome by the firm if entrenchment is ex ante costly (i.e. if expression (10) above is positive). In that case one can see that there may be a conflict of interest between the firm and its CEO over the time horizon of the strategy. A firm may have a preference over short-term strategies, while managers might prefer long-term strategies, because it softens the firm’s employment policy. This could provide a novel explanation as to why managers frequently complain that financial markets do not allow them to take a long-term view: markets rightly do not allow managers to take long-term strategies easily, because it allows managers to become entrenched. Managers prefer to be entrenched and therefore lament the market’s focus on short-term strategies. In contrast to standard explanations of short-termism, we would argue that the problem is not so much that markets are short-termist, but that managers are ‘long-termist’.  

B. The role of takeovers

In the model presented before, the firm’s choice at the interim date was to either retain the incumbent manager or to fire him and hire a new manager. While new managers have reputational concerns, they are not incentivized by those concerns when they take over from another manager who left behind his legacy. This, however, may be different if the pool of available new managers includes ones that have made related strategic choices in other firms. Suppose for example that firm 1’s manager has initially chosen strategy X, while firm 2’s management chose strategy Y instead. If firm 1 performs poorly and wishes to change to strategy Y it may wish to do so with a manager who has a vested interest in seeing strategy Y succeed.28 Such a manager would be driven by reputational concerns and therefore command a lower explicit wage payment.

If it is cheaper in this way for firm 2’s manager to run both firm 1 and firm 2, it would seem that firm 2 taking over firm 1 would be efficiency improving. Moreover, the incumbent manager of firm 1 would typically oppose such a takeover, because he would lose his agency rent in the second period, or because changing the strategy would reduce the expected value of his reputation (when (14) holds). This can help explain why some takeovers are hostile even though they do not directly serve a disciplinary function. Franks and Mayer (1996) for example find that hostile takeovers in the UK are not primarily driven by a desire to discipline poorly performing management, but are associated with high levels of asset redeployment. According to our story a takeover does not serve the purpose of disciplining management - the board can do that without the help of a hostile raider. Instead, the takeover is driven by a desire for a major strategy change that is difficult to implement under the existing management. This allows us to make a prediction about the type of bidding firms in hostile acquisitions, namely that they should be firms that operated a related business, but employed a different strategy from that of the target firm. The takeover then serves the purpose of modifying the strategic outlook of the target firm.

VIII. Conclusions

This paper explores a firm’s decision to replace a poorly performing CEO with a new CEO in a context where strategic decisions have a long-term impact on the firm’s cash flows. The long-term nature of the firm’s strategy means that a new CEO’s performance is partially affected by something he bears no responsibility for, namely the previous CEO’s choice of firm strategy. This renders the incentive problem of a new CEO more severe than it would be for the incumbent CEO. As a result the firm will not always wish to fire the CEO even if he performs poorly - the incumbent is entrenched. We also show that the resulting lack of a credible threat to dismiss the CEO after poor performance can be costly for the firm.

We extend the model to allow for strategy changes by the firm at the interim date. Doing

28 Modeling this effect is somewhat involved, because the introduction of a second firm raises the issue of relative performance evaluation - an issue we do not want to pursue here.
so allows us to study the links between managers and strategic choices. We show that strategy change and managerial turnover are closely associated, and that the (endogenous) cost of managerial turnover makes it more expensive for the firm to change strategy. This leads to ‘strategic inertia’ in the firm’s decision.

Our model throws new light on the empirically puzzling observation that poorly performing CEOs are often retained and even get their stock option incentive contracts repriced, further undermining any punishment the firm inflicts in response to poor performance. We identify two reasons for repricing: refreshing the CEO’s incentives and making sure that the CEO does not quit the firm. Existing literature found it hard to explain why firms should have to worry about their ability to retain a CEO who performed poorly. We show that a CEO may have a valuable outside option even after poor performance, because his reputation can be rehabilitated by a future generation of managers.
Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1

The optimal second period wages maximize the shareholders’ expected payoff subject to the participation and incentive compatibility constraints of managers. We determine the optimal wages if shareholders want to induce effort at \( t = 1^{29} \). We will provide sufficient conditions for this to be the case. Given this assumption, the shareholders’ expected payoff is simply the firm’s expected cash flow given high effort, minus the expected wage payment. To maximize profits, one simply needs to minimize expected wages.

The constraints to consider are the following.

First, if he is retained, the incumbent manager must be induced to exert effort at \( t = 1 \). His incentive compatibility constraint is written as:

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2(w^{i,h} + f(q^{i,h})) + (1 - \varphi_2)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})) \right) + (1 - p^i)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})) - c \geq \]

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2(w^{i,h} + f(q^{i,h})) + (1 - \varphi_2)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})) \right) + (1 - p^i)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})),
\]

which can be rewritten as:

\[
w^{i,h} - w^{i,l} \geq \frac{c}{p^i \Delta e_2} - (f(q^{i,h}) - f(q^{i,l})). \tag{15}
\]

The incentive compatibility constraint of a newly hired manager takes into account the fact that his reputation is not affected by the second period cash flows. It is written as:

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2 w^{i,h} + (1 - \varphi_2)w^{i,l} \right) + (1 - p^i)w^{i,l} - c \geq \]

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2 w^{i,h} + (1 - \varphi_2)w^{i,l} \right) + (1 - p^i)w^{i,l},
\]

which can be written as:

\[
w^{i,h} - w^{i,l} \geq \frac{c}{p^i \Delta e_2}. \tag{16}
\]

Second, we must ensure that the incumbent manager prefers to stay in the firm, rather than resign at \( t = 1 \) and enjoy reputation benefits at \( t = 2 \) according to the firm’s performance\(^{30} \). His interim participation constraint is written as:

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2(w^{i,h} + f(q^{i,h})) + (1 - \varphi_2)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})) \right) + (1 - p^i)(w^{i,l} + f(q^{i,l})) - c \geq \]

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2 f(q^{i,h}) + (1 - \varphi_2)f(q^{i,l}) \right) + (1 - p^i)f(q^{i,l}),
\]

which simplifies to:

\[
p^i \left( \varphi_2 w^{i,h} + (1 - \varphi_2)w^{i,l} \right) + (1 - p^i)w^{i,l} \geq c. \tag{17}
\]

Condition (17) simply states that the expected monetary wage must cover the effort cost.

Last, we impose limited liability on the manager’s side: all wages must be non negative.

Suppose first that \( R_b \) occurred in period one. If the manager in place at \( t = 0 \) is retained, we have: \( f(q^{h,h}) - f(q^{h,l}) = 0 \), and \( p^h = 1 \). Constraint (15) becomes:

\[
w^{h,h} - w^{h,l} \geq \frac{c}{\Delta e_2}.
\]

\(^{29}\) Alternatively, shareholders could decide to continue operating the firm without providing incentives for effort exertion. In that case, they simply give a second period wage equal to zero.

\(^{30}\) Technically, the interim participation constraint of a newly hired manager should also be written. It is obvious however that the latter will always accept to be hired since he has no reputation concerns: his expected wage will always exceed his cost of effort.
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As is standard in moral hazard problems, to maximize the shareholders’ payoffs, the optimal contract is: \[ w^{h,h} = \frac{c}{\Delta e^2} \text{ and } w^{h,l} = 0. \] Note that in that case, condition (16) is the same, and the same contract will be given to a new manager if the firm decides to fire the initial manager. We will see however that this is not optimal for first period incentives.

Given the optimal contract, condition (17) is automatically satisfied: since the incumbent manager’s reputation is the same regardless of the second period performance, he can only be incentivized with monetary incentives, and the second-period wage more than covers the effort cost (he earns a positive agency rent).

Suppose next that \( R_l \) occurred in period one. If the initial manager is retained, condition (15) is:

\[
w^{l,h} - w^{l,l} \geq \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e^2} - (f(q^{l,h}) - f(q^{l,l})).
\]

And condition (17):

\[
p^l (\overline{e}_2 w^{l,h} + (1 - \overline{e}_2)w^{l,l}) + (1 - p^l)w^{l,l} \geq c.
\]

To maximize the shareholders’ profits, one chooses the minimum wages that satisfy (15) and (17). Clearly, \( w^{l,l} = 0 \) is optimal (although the optimal wage contract is not unique when (15) is slack). If constraint (15) is binding, the optimal contract is:

\[
w^{l,h} = \max \left[ 0; \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e^2} - \Delta f \right],
\text{ and }

w^{l,l} = 0.
\]

It is easy to see that this contract satisfies the manager’s participation constraint iff:

\[
w^{l,h} \geq \frac{c}{p^l \overline{e}_2}.
\]

If the above condition is violated, the optimal contract sets \( w^{l,h} \) and \( w^{l,l} \) such that constraint (17) is binding, and constraint (15) is fulfilled. Overall, the optimal contract is\(^{31}\):

\[
w^{l,h} = \max \left[ \frac{c}{p^l \overline{e}_2}; \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e^2} - \Delta f \right],
\text{ and }

w^{l,l} = 0.
\]

If the initial manager is fired, condition (16) leads to:

\[
w^{l,h} = \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e^2},
\text{ and }

w^{l,l} = 0.
\]

\(^{31}\)Note that in the case where condition (15) is not binding, the optimal contract is not unique. Nevertheless, it will always imply \( w^{l,h} > w^{l,l} \) since condition (15) must be satisfied.
Determination of Assumption 1

Shareholders must be willing to continue operating the firm, and to induce effort at \( t = 1 \), given the wage contracts determined in Proposition 1. Since operating the firm without inducing effort generates strictly positive profits, their interim participation constraint is:

\[
p^i \left( \bar{e}_2 (R^h - w^{i,h}) + (1 - \bar{e}_2)(R^l - w^{i,l}) \right) + (1 - p^i)(R^l - w^{i,l}) \geq p^j \left( \bar{e}_2 (R^h - w^{j,h}) + (1 - \bar{e}_2)(R^l - w^{j,l}) \right) + (1 - p^j)(R^l - w^{j,l}).
\]  

Suppose that \( R^h \) occurs at \( t = 1 \). Condition (18) is written:

\[
\Delta e_2(R^h - R^l) \geq \frac{\bar{e}_2 c}{\Delta e_2}.
\]  

Suppose next that \( R^l \) occurs. Condition (18) depends on whether shareholders retain the original manager or hire a new one. Note that a newly hired manager is always granted a higher second period wage: this is simply because he has no reputation concern to incentivize him. Using the value of \( w^{i,h}_{new} \) in (18), a sufficient condition for shareholders to continue operating the firm and induce effort when \( R^l \) occurs is:

\[
\Delta e_2(R^h - R^l) \geq \frac{\bar{e}_2 c}{p^j \Delta e_2},
\]

which is exactly condition (9) in assumption 1. A simple comparison with condition (19) shows that condition (9) is sufficient to ensure that shareholders are willing to continue and induce effort for any first period cash flow\(^{32} \).

Proof of Lemma 1

Having determined the optimal second period wages, we now turn to the determination of first period wages for the incumbent manager. The optimal wage contract simply minimizes the expected wage payment subject to the following constraints.

First, the incentive compatibility condition of the incumbent manager, given the optimal second period contract determined in Proposition 1 is written as:

\[
q_0 \left[ \bar{e}_1 \left( w^h + V^h \right) + (1 - \bar{e}_1) \left( w^l + V^{l,G} \right) \right] + (1 - q_0)V^{l,B} - c \geq q_0 \left[ \bar{e}_2 \left( w^h + V^h \right) + (1 - \bar{e}_2) \left( w^l + V^{l,G} \right) \right] + (1 - q_0)V^{l,B},
\]  

where:

\[
V^h = \bar{e}_2 w^{h,h} + f(1) - c,
V^{l,G} = \bar{e}_2 (w^{j,h} + f(1)) + (1 - \bar{e}_2) f(q^{l,1}) - c,
V^{l,B} = f(q^{l,1}) - c.
\]

\(^{32}\text{If condition (9) does not hold, we have different regimes: one in which shareholders induce the original manager, but not a newly hired one, to exert effort after } R^l, \text{ another regime where they prefer not to induce effort after } R^l, \text{ but to induce effort after } R^h \text{ and possibly a regime in which they do not want to induce second period effort at all. Considering these different regimes will not bring much insight to the analysis.}\)
Condition (20) implicitly assumes that the manager who is retained chooses effort $\bar{e}_2$ in the second period, even if he exerts effort $e_1$ at $t = 1$. It is easy to see that this is always true given the second period optimal wage contract: indeed, we always have $p'(\bar{e}_1) \leq p'(e_1)$. Since second period wages are set given $p(\bar{e}_1)$, the initial manager will be even more willing to exert effort $\bar{e}_2$, if he chose $e_1$.

Clearly, $\hat{w}_t$ has a negative impact on first period incentives: it is optimal to set $\hat{w}_t = 0$. Also, retaining the manager after good performance boosts his incentives to exert effort: it is therefore optimal ex ante to promise to retain the manager in case of good performance. Replacing second period wages by their value and rearranging terms leads straightforwardly to the following condition:

$$w^h \geq \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - \bar{v}_2 (w^{h,h} - \hat{w}^{l,h}) - (1 - \bar{e}_2) \Delta f.$$ 

Last, imposing that wages must be nonnegative completes the proof of Lemma 1.

### Proof of Proposition 3

Suppose that shareholders can commit to a long-term contract specifying whether the manager is fired or not in case of bad interim performance, i.e. if $R^t$ occurs in period one. To the extent that committing to retaining the manager is not an issue (since it is the ex post optimal policy for shareholders) the net benefit of committing to an employment policy is simply measured by the difference between the firm’s ex ante value when the manager is fired after $R^t$, and when he is retained. To compare the two, one must compute the incumbent manager’s first period wage, if he is dismissed in case of bad performance. Denote this wage by $\hat{\bar{w}}^t$.

Proceeding as in the proof of Lemma 1, the first period incentive compatibility condition under the threat of dismissal is given by constraint (20), where continuation payoffs are:

$$V^h = \bar{e}_2 w^{h,h} + f(1) - c,$$

$$V^{l,G} = \bar{e}_2 f(1) + (1 - \bar{e}_2) f(q^{l,l}),$$

$$V^{l,B} = f(q^{l,l}).$$

Again, it is optimal to set $\hat{\bar{w}}^t = 0$. Replacing second-period wages and continuation payoffs by their value, and rearranging terms, condition (20) states that:

$$\hat{\bar{w}}^h \geq \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - (\bar{e}_2 w^{h,h} - c) - (1 - \bar{e}_2) \Delta f.$$ 

Since wages cannot be negative, the optimal first period wage under the threat of dismissal is simply:

$$\hat{\bar{w}}^h = \max[0, \frac{c}{q_0 \Delta e_1} - (\bar{e}_2 w^{h,h} - c) - (1 - \bar{e}_2) \Delta f].$$

(21)

Straight comparison with the first period wage without the threat of dismissal $w^h$ (defined in Lemma 1) shows that $w^h \geq \hat{\bar{w}}^h$. The entrenched manager must be given a higher first period wage to be induced to exert effort because he will be retained even in case of bad performance.
The net benefit of committing to an employment policy is thus equal to:
\[
q_0 \left[ \pi_1 (R^h - \tilde{w}^h + \pi_2 (R^h - w^{h,h}) + (1 - \pi_2) R^l) + (1 - \pi_1) (R^l + \pi_2 (R^h - w^{l,h}_{\text{new}}) + (1 - \pi_2) R^l) \right] + (1 - q_0) 2R^l
\]
\[
-q_0 \left[ \pi_1 (R^h - w^h + \pi_2 (R^h - w^{h,h}) + (1 - \pi_2) R^l) + (1 - \pi_1) (R^l + \pi_2 (R^h - w^{l,h}_{\text{old}}) + (1 - \pi_2) R^l) \right] - (1 - q_0) 2R^l.
\]

Commitment is only valuable if the above expression is positive. Simplifying it yields (10).

When deriving expression (10), we implicitly assumed that shareholders always want to induce effort at \( t = 0 \). Without agency problems, this is always true (see condition (1)). With agency problems, the condition is slightly modified because wages now include a rent to incentivize managers. It is written:
\[
\Delta e_1 (R^h - R^l - w^h - e_2 w^{h,h}) + (1 - \epsilon_1) \pi_2 w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} - (1 - \pi_1) \pi_2 w^{l,h}_{\text{new}} \geq 0.
\]

Note that increasing \( R^h - R^l \) always relaxes the above condition, while not conflicting assumptions 1 and 2, which ensures the consistency of the model.

**Proof of Corollary 2**

Corollary 2 is easily obtained by replacing wages \( w^h, w^{h,h}, \tilde{w}^h, w^{l,h}_{\text{new}} \) by their value in expression (10) under assumption 2 (that ensures that all wages are strictly positive). The net gain of committing to an employment policy is then expressed by:
\[
q_0 \max \{ \pi_2 w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} - \pi_1 c - (1 - \pi_1) \pi_2 \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} ; 0 \},
\]
(22)

Remember that \( w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} \) can take two values, depending on whether the participation or the incentive compatibility constraint of the incumbent manager is binding. When the participation constraint is binding, \( w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} = \frac{c}{p^l \pi_2} \), and expression (22) is written as in (12). When the incentive compatibility constraint is binding, \( w^{l,h}_{\text{old}} = \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} - \Delta f \), and expression (22) is written as in (13).

**Proof of Proposition 4**

If a new manager is hired, his (IC) constraint is the same as before, except that the probability of working on a good strategy is given by \( 1 - p^l \) after the strategy change. Therefore,
\[
w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,new}} = \frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2}, w^{l,j}_{\text{switch,new}} = 0.
\]
(23)

If the incumbent manager continues to be employed under a new strategy his incentive compatibility constraint can be written as:
\[
(1 - p^l) \left( \pi_2 \left( w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(0) \right) + (1 - \pi_2) \left( w^{l,j}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(q^{l,j}_c) \right) \right) + p^l \left( w^{l,t}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(q^{l,t}_c) \right) - c
\]
\[
\geq (1 - p^l) \left( \pi_2 \left( w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(0) \right) + (1 - \pi_2) \left( w^{l,j}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(q^{l,j}_c) \right) \right) + p^l \left( w^{l,t}_{\text{switch,old}} + f(q^{l,t}_c) \right).
\]
where \( q_{\text{switch}}^{ll} \) is the manager’s reputation if the firm performs poorly twice and the strategy is changed at the interim date. As usual it is optimal to set \( w_{\text{switch,old}}^{lh} = 0 \) and therefore the (IC) constraint can be re-written as:

\[
\begin{align*}
\frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2} - (f(0) - f(q_{\text{c}}^{ll})) \geq \frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2} - (f(0) - f(q_{\text{c}}^{ll})).
\end{align*}
\]

Since \( f(0) < f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ll}) \) for a manager with reputational concerns, it follows immediately that the incentive payment to the incumbent manager must be higher than that to a new manager. Since the wage to the old manager must be high enough to satisfy his incentive compatibility constraint (but may be higher if the participation constraint is harder to satisfy), it follows that it is always cheaper to employ a new manager.

**Proof of Lemma 2**

It is clear that the manager’s (IC) constraint is unchanged when the strategy remains the same. It is still expressed by constraint (15) page 27.

The participation constraint might be altered because the reservation utility of the original manager depends on the firm’s strategic choice if he resigns. In particular, the firm can decide to hire a new manager and continue the old strategy, or change for the alternative strategy. Clearly, the original manager’s reputation will not evolve the same way according to this choice. We need to consider when the firm will prefer to change strategy if the original manager resigns.

Given that a new manager is hired, the firm shareholders will opt for the new strategy if and only if:

\[
\begin{align*}
p^l \left( \tau_2 (R^h - w_{\text{stick,old}}^{lh}) + (1 - \tau_2)R^l \right) + (1 - p^l)R^l &
\leq \frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2} - (f(0) - f(q_{\text{c}}^{ll}))
\end{align*}
\]

It follows immediately that shareholders will change strategy if and only if: \( p^l \geq \frac{1}{2} \) (the expected wage payment is the same in both cases, and shareholders choose the strategy with the highest probability of success).

It follows that:

(i) If \( p^l < \frac{1}{2} \) and the manager resigns, the firm chooses to change strategy, and the manager’s participation constraint is now given by:

\[
\begin{align*}
p^l \left( \tau_2 (w_{\text{stick,old}}^{lh} + f(q_{\text{switch}}^{lh})) + (1 - \tau_2)(w_{\text{stick,old}}^{ld} + f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ld})) \right) + (1 - p^l)(w_{\text{stick,old}}^{lh} + f(q_{\text{switch}}^{lh})) - c &
\geq \frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2} - (f(0) - f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ll})) + p^l f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ld}).
\end{align*}
\]

Noting that \( w_{\text{stick,old}}^{ld} = 0 \), this can be rearranged to:

\[
\begin{align*}
w_{\text{stick,old}}^{lh} &\geq \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} + K,
\end{align*}
\]

where:

\[
K = \frac{f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ll}) - f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ll})}{p^l \Delta e_2} - \Delta f - \frac{1 - p^l}{p^l} \left( f(q_{\text{switch}}^{ll}) - f(0) \right).
\]

(ii) If \( p^l \geq \frac{1}{2} \) and the manager resigns, the firm chooses to continue with the old strategy, and the manager’s participation constraint is unchanged. The wage contracts are therefore given by (6).
Proof of Proposition 5

If the firm wants to continue the original strategy, it has the choice between retaining the original manager and giving him a wage \(w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,old}}\) and hiring a new manager with a wage \(w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,new}}\). Under the optimal renegotiation-proof contract, it will choose the cheaper solution, and retain the original manager if and only if:

\[
w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,old}} \leq w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,new}}, \quad (26)
\]

If \(p^l \geq \frac{1}{2}\), condition (26) is always true (from Proposition 2 and Lemma 2). If \(p^l < \frac{1}{2}\), (26) is equivalent to:

\[
\max\left[\frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} - \Delta f; \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} + K\right] \leq \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2},
\]

which is always true if:

\[
\frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} + K \leq \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2}.
\]

Rearranging terms yields condition (14).

Proof of Proposition 6

Shareholders will stick to the initial strategy if and only if:

\[
p^l \left(\frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} \left(R_h - w^{l,h}_{\text{stick}}\right) + (1 - p^l) R_l\right) + p^l \left(1 - p^l\right) R_l \geq \left(1 - p^l\right) \left(\frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2} \left(R_h - w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,new}}\right) + (1 - p^l) R_l\right) + p^l R_l,
\]

The above inequality can be rearranged as:

\[
p^l \geq \frac{1}{2} - \frac{(1 - p^l) w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,new}} - p^l w^{l,h}_{\text{stick}}}{2(R^h - R^l)} \equiv p^*.
\]

Proof of Corollary 3

To establish corollary 3, one simply needs to replace the different wages by their value. If the firm switches strategy, the wage payment is given by equation (23) page 31:

\[
w^{l,h}_{\text{switch,new}} = \frac{c}{(1 - p^l) \Delta e_2}.
\]

If the firm continues under the old strategy, it will do so under the incumbent or the new manager as stated in Proposition 5. Hence:

\[
w^{l,h}_{\text{stick}} = \min \left\{ w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,new}}, w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,old}} \right\},
\]

where the incumbent manager second period wage \(w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,old}}\) is given in lemma 2, and \(w^{l,h}_{\text{stick,new}} = \frac{c}{p^l \Delta e_2}\).

\[\text{33 Recall that } w^{l,l}_{\text{stick}} = 0.\]
If condition 14 holds, replacing $w_{\text{stick,old}}$ by its value, it follows straightforwardly that $(1-p')w_{\text{switch,new}}^\text{l,h} - p^l w_{\text{switch,old}}^\text{l,h} > 0$ and $p^* < \frac{1}{2}$.

If condition 14 does not hold, we have:

$$w_{\text{stick}}^\text{l,h} = w_{\text{stick,old}}^\text{l,h} = \frac{c}{p' \Delta e_2},$$

and $p^* = \frac{1}{2}$.
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